The ionic and metabolic responses associated with neuronal depression of Leão's type in cerebral cortex and in hippocampal formation.
No complete picture of LD has emerged from these observations, but a general outline does seem to be sketched out. The missing details can, at present, be filled only with speculation. Leão's depression is a process that can be initiated by a wide variety of violent insults, mechanical, electrical or chemical. It often is preceded by paroxysmal discharge, but the occurrence of a seizure is not a necessary condition for its initiation. If it is started at one point it slowly spreads and its propagation is possible even through zones of gray matter in which impulse generation by neurons is blocked by TTX. LD is always associated with cell swelling and with a drastic redistribution of ions, which suggest a sieve-like increase of permeability of cell membranes. In most cases of LD, neurons are depolarized to the point where all electric signalling becomes impossible, but in some instances depolarization remains incomplete, or it is not evenly distributed over the neuron's surface, enabling continued generation of potential waves even though action potentials are blocked. Strong oxidation of NADH to NAD, and the accumulation of much acid in the interstitial fluid, indicate the intense metabolic activity during and after an episode of LD, presumably as cells work to restore the normal distribution of ions and the integrity of their membranes. What starts this process in the first place? Most observations are compatible with the hypothesis first proposed by Van Harreveld, suggesting that the release from cells of an endogenous substance might initiate LD. This auto-toxin may be, but need not be, an excitant amino acid. It is also possible that more than one substance may be involved; perhaps two or more agents must cooperate to create the conditions for LD, and such a need for the simultaneous action of more than one factor could explain the unpredictability of its eruption. The curious immunity of the spinal cord to LD may be due to the absence of one of the endo-toxins required for its initiation. Elsewhere in the brain and in the retina this hypothetical agent or agents may be present in both glial and neuronal elements. Any violent insult would cause its (or their) spillage into interstitial fluid. Once released from a few cells it (they) would impair the continence of the membranes of other cells and thus cause them to release their content of ions and with it their own dose of the auto-poison.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)